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Abstract. Fixed points are solutions to equations of the form f(x) = x. A fixed-point operator is
a functional F:[D-,D]- ,D such that F(f)=f(F(f)) for any f in [D.-,D]. Fixed-point 
operators, like the least fixed-point operator Y, are used to obtain solutions for recursively defined 
functions and domain equations. We work within the category of domains. There we characterize 
the fixed points of a continuous function that can be obtained via a coutinuous fixed.point 
operator: the continuously generated fixed points oCf We define acontinuous functional Cgn: [ D--, 
D]--,[D-., D] that maps any continuous function f into a retraction Cgn(f) whose retract 
Cgn(f)(D) is precisely the domain of continuously generated fixed points off. We then investigate 
the continuously generated fixed points of At. r o r to obtain the domain of retractions ofD whose 
retracts, r(D), are themselves domains. We end by showing that F is a continuous fixed-point 
operator if and only if it is a continuously generated fixed-point of AyAf.f(y(f)), i.e. iff F= 
Cgn(AyAf. (y(f)))(F). 
1. Introduction 
One of  the aims of  the mathematica! theory of  computation based on domains 
is to provide solutions for rec~,rs~ve d finitions at all types (domains) and for recursive 
definitions of  types. Fixed points are solutions to equations, and fixed point operators 
provide the means for attaimnL~ these solutions via a continuous function (functional). 
For many good reasons, including the fact that all implementations of  program- 
ming languages compute the Ica~t fixed point, the functional that gives the least 
fixed point (usually denoted as "Y" )  is obviously the most interesting fixed-point 
operator. There have been, however, other proposals uch as the optimal fixed poim 
approach of  Manna and Shamir [5], which has man::1 nice properties but turns out 
not to be computable or even continum.~s. The point is that all the fixed points of 
the functional determined by a rec.ursi:,,e definitio1~, or of  the functor determined 
by a domain equation, are solutions to the defining equations. 
We are interested in finding which other fixed points of  a function can be obtained 
in a conti~mous fashion al~d in finding out their properties. Continuing with our 
work in [1~ we 'present here a quite complete soh~tion for the more general case of  
domains, together with sore-, very n$ce closure properties of  these fixed points which 
may be helpful in understan, ting th, 'structure of the continuous iixed-point operator~,~ 
and of  the space of  retracti:ms wEose retracts are themselves domains. 
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Let us first remind the reader of the asic definitions and results. 
Definitions 
Let D= (D, _ )  be t partially ordered set or poset. 
Definition 1.1. A subset S c_ D is said to be directed iff it contains an upper bound 
of every finite subset of itself. The least upper bound of ~ directed set [__J S is said 
to be its limit. 
Definition 1.2. D is said to be a coraplete partial order (cpo) iff D has a least element 
_1. called bottom and every directed subset of itself has a limit in D. 
Definition 1.3. I f (D,  E)  is a cpo, an element e~ D is said to befinite {or compact) 
if for all S~ D, directed such that e _ J l  S there exists ~ cS  such that e _r-z: s, (In 
the sequel we will reserve "e"  to denote finite elements.) 
Definition 1.4. A cpo (D, ~)  is said to be algebraic if the set E of finite elements 
of D is dense, i.e. if for any x in D 
x = I I  {eJe E x, e firfite}. 
In this case E is said to be th~ basis of D. 
Definition 1.5. A Subset X of a cpo (D, E)  is said to be consistent if every finite 
subset Xo-  X has an upper bound in D. 
Definition 1.6. A partial order D is said to be a consistently complete partial order 
(ccpo) if it is a cpo and every consistent subset X ~ D has a least upper bot, nd. 
Definition 1.7, A domain in our context will be (foi,owmg Scott) an algebraic 
consistently c¢,~ap!ete partial order. 
]1+~ . . . .  h " I " l i  11  ~,~!:~us.t In tX.tl a more intuitive account of the emergence of domains as a 
• I i  1 . . . . .  P A l l  . . . .  natural space ior dealing with positive information is given, w~ wm ,~l~ ~u.uw the 
partial order approach since we find that the mathematical notation is easier to 
work with in this context; specially since we will be dealing mainly with functions 
and functio~als. 
It is not difficult o see that domains can be constructed via ideals of finite elements 
as is done in i l l ] ,  and elsewhere, The reader can verify that a poset E, such that 
everv consistent ,#air has a least ~:r~er bound can be completed by taking ideals 
ordered by inclusion, into ~:~ domain. This construction is particularly useful when 
dealing :" w~Ln computability in domains and their effective presentatienv, see [3] for 
example, 
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Definition 1.8. A function f :  D~ D' from a domain (D, ~_) to a domain (D', __') 
is continuous iff for all S ~ D directed we have 
f(I [ S)=I I{f(s)is~S}. 
Since we deal only with continuous functions, we let D--, D' rc(er only to these maps. 
It is easy to see that, since domains are algebraic, we have that a continuous 
function is determined by its behavior on the. finite elements ince we have that 
f (x)  =f([_] {eie E x, e finite}) = I I {f(e)[e Ex, e finite} (1) 
= U {e'[ e' E ' f (e ) ,  e E x, where e, e' are finite in D and D' respectively}. 
From this it follows that we can also characterize the continuous functions via 
the e, 8 condition, i.e. f is continuous iff it satisfies 
e' E f(x) iff =le re_m_ X such that e' _ f(e). 
In addition, (1) is related to the fact that the set D-> D' of continuous functions 
between domains D and D', is also a domain if we order it pointwise, i.e. 
f E g iff Vx ~ D,f(x) E g(x). 
We will not go into detail~ of this proof here but omy point out, first, that the 
one-step functions [e, e' I : D --> D' defined as 
le, e,l(x)=fe', i f e  E x, 
t.l_, otherwise 
are continuous and finite in D--> D'; and second, that 
f=~[  {le, e'llle, e'l - f}. (2) 
One can easily check that le, e'l E f iff e' E f (e ) ;  but this is the condition in (1) so 
we can see that 
f(x) = II {le, e'!(x)lle, e'l ~ f}, 
from which (2) follows. 
.The finite elements in D--, D' are then finite lubs of ,.hese one-step functions given 
by finite sets of pairs from D x D' of the form {(eo, e~)),..., (e~_~, e'_~)} where we 
have that whenever I ~_ {0 , . . . ,  n -  1} and {e,l! ~" i} is consistent in D; then {e[l i~ I} 
must be consistent in the domain D'. We wil| use "~'" to denote these functions. 
Thus we can define 
~(x)={(eo, e~),...,(en_~.,e~_t)}(x)=i_J{e~lej E x,O<~j<n~. (3~ 
Let us remark two facts that ate ~m,a~y checked and will be used in the sequel. 
First the fact that finite iubs of finite elements are finite; and second, that the image 
- 
of a finfte ¢,,-,'*;-- ;~ a!way~ a finite set of~,:..,~ . . . . . . . .  
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Closure under exponentiation a d product, which can be easily seen, is a condition 
for an essential feature of the category of domains and continuous maps: the fact 
that this category is cartesian closed. This means that product and function spaces 
interact naturally via the continuous functions 
eval: ((D -~ D') x D) -~ D', 
which corresponds to function evaluation, and 
curry: ((D x D') ~ D") ~ (D -~ (D'-~ D")). 
These f~act ,,,ns, defined as 
eval((/~ x)) =f (x )  for a l l fe  D~ D'  and x e D, 
curry(f)(x)(y) =f((x,  y)) for a l l fe  ((D x D') -~ D"), x e D, y e D', 
satisfy ttte following functional equations 
eva! o (curry(f) o Ho, Hi) =f  fo r fe  ((D x D'-~ D"), 
curry(evalo(go Ho, II~))=g fo rge  D-~(D' ~ D"), 
but we will not go ;,,to any details or proofs here. 
Nice as these results may be, what is even more surprising is, as Scott pointed 
out, the possibility of representing each of these domains, in the appropriate category, 
by an element of one of them, called a universal domain. Although the idea of a 
universal domain was mentioned in [9], it was in [10] that Scott worked oat the 
details for P,,. 
An universal domain is a domain from which we can obtain all the other relevant 
domains as certain subspaces, which can (as we shall see in more detail later) be 
represented via an element in the domain, thus providing a way of solving inter~e!!y 
the recursive domain equations. This somehow reflects the fact that operationally 
the same sequences of bits are used to represent programs, lists, integers, etc. 
2. Continu6asly generated fixed points 
Definition 2.!. Let D be a domain. Afixed-point operator is a function (functional) 
F :  (D~ D)~ D such that for all continuous f in D~ D we have 
F( f )  =f (F( f ) ) .  
From the definition it follows that if F is a fixed-point operator then F( f )  is a 
fixed point o f f  for all fs  in the range of F. 
Of course the best known and most useful of these operators i the least fixed-point 
operator which can be defined as 
Y( f )  = [__] f'(_L). 
Irl E CO 
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It is a classical result (see [4] for a story and [10] for nice proofs) that Y(f )  
gives the least fixed point o f f  in D for any f :  D-~ D, and that Y is continuous and 
computable in ( D-> D )-> D. 
Definition 2.1 is a perfectly good definition, Y certainly satisfies it. But the obvious 
question is: are there any other fixed-point operators? There are lots of them. Let 
us first see the basic ones proposed by David P~rk (private communication). 
Definition 2.2. For any finite element e in a domain D, the Parkfixed point operator 
Y¢:(D->D)-->D is defined as 
y~(f)={L.j,~,,f"(e) i fe  ~ f(e), 
Y( f ) ,  otherwise. 
To see that these functions are continuous fixed-point operators we need a lemma. 
Lemma 2.3. Let D be a domain and f :  D--> D a continuous function, then for any 
x ~ D such that x ~_ f(x), we have that [_J,~o,f'(x) is a fixed point o f f  and the least 
one greater than or equal to x. 
Proof. Let us first prove that llano, f "(x) is well defined in D. To see this, notice 
that by a trivial induction f"(x)  E f"+~(x) for all n, since f is continuous and thus 
monotonic, so {f"(x)l  n ~ to} is a directed set, in fact a chain, and therefore its lub 
exists in D. 
To see that it is a fixed point, it is sufficient o note that since f is continuous we 
have 
f (  [_J f " (x ) )= L_J f"+'(x)= L] f"(x). 
$nC:OJ  I f lE¢~ I IE tO 
Suppose now that v is another fixed point of f and that x ~- y, then f"(x)  ~_ 
f"(y) = y; so y is an upper bound of {f"(x) ln c to} and therefore greater or equal 
than the least II,~,of"(x). [] 
The lemma tells us that the Park operators are well defined and that they give us 
fixed points. It remains tc~ check that they are cc adnaous. This is straightforward! 
once we note *h~t e ~-_~r(e)~ is precisely the condition for [e, el ~ f. Thus, we have 
chat if F is a directed set in (D-> D) and e _ (l_] F)(e) we must have anf~ F such 
that e ~ f (e ) .  Thus if we let F' = {f '  If' a F, f E f '} we have that ~ F'  = [_] F and thus 
Y~(~ F)= Y~(~ F')= I._.J (l l F')n(e) 
= U {f" (e) i f6F ~=U{Y~(f) I feF},  
¢l E tO 
as is easily seen. 
Now let us remark that from this discassion and Lemma 2.3, we have the following 
theorem. 
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Theorem 2.4 (The least fixed-point heorem). The operator Y.L (denoted simply as 
Y) is the least fixed-point operator. 
Before getting any further into the properties of  fixed-point operators let us point 
out that not all the fixed points of a function can be attained via a (continuous) 
fixed-point operator. 
Let us show, for example, that the optimal fixed-point operator is not continuous. 
To see this, let us consider this operator on the P,, model of Plotkin [/1 and Scott 
[10]. Recall that P,o ix the domain given by the powerset of  the integers ordered by 
inclusion, with the finite sets of  integers as the finite elements. By the most elementary 
considerations, it is easy to see that P,o is a domain with a top or maximum; it is 
in fact an algebraic lattice. 
The optimal fixed point is defined as the maximum fixed point that is consistent 
with all others; so it turns out that in P,o it corresponds to the maximum one. Thus 
we can, in this context, define 
Opt( f )  = [ J  {xlx c_f(x)}. 
We leave it to the reader to check that Opt ( f )  is a fixed point and that it is the 
greatest fixed point of f To see that Opt is not continuous consider ahe function 
Ax. x - 1 defined as Ax. x - l(x) = {n In + 1 e x}. It is easy to check that for all finite 
functions ~ contained in Ax. x -  1, ~ e have Opt(~)= J_ since the image of a finite 
function is always a finite set. However Opt(Ax. x - 1) = T (the top element in ~he 
lattice) so we have: 
Opt(Ax. x - 1) # [ J  {Opt(~) ] ~ ~_ Ax. x - 1, e finite}, 
showing that Opt is not continuous in Po~. 
We do~ howe'~er, have a maximum continuous fixed point operator M in P~, given 
by 
M(f )  = [,_J {ele _ f (e) ,  e finite}. 
Since this result also follows immediately from Theorem 2.8 we will not go into 
details here, but mention that M has an interesting fixed point induction rule which 
can be adapted easily from the well known one for least fixed points, see [2]. 
This example teas us, among many hints, that some fixed points of  a function 
can be obtained via a continuous fixed-point operator while others cannot. Since 
we are interested here in the first kind, we need a definition. 
Def in i t ion 2.5. Given a domain D and a continuous function f :  D--> D, we:~ay that 
a fixed point x =f(x) is continuously generated if there exist a continuous ~ fixed 
point operator F :  (D--> D) -> D such that F( f )= x. 
We have seen examples of contk'uous fixed-poin~ operators; al~ of these give 
continuously generated fixed points. Now let us focus our attention on some 
properties of  these fixed points and examine their str,_,ct.~re. 
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Suppose F :  (D ~ D) ~ D is a continuous fixed-point operator. Then we have that 
for any f : D.-* D, 
F ( f )  = m {F(#)[ # _ f for ~ finite in D--> D}, 
where the #'s are given by finite sets of pairs satisfying condition (3) stated above. 
Now let # ~ f, since F is a fixed-point operator we must have that 
F(~) = ~(F(#)) ~ f (F (#))  ~ f (F ( f ) )  = F( f ) ,  
where F(#) is finite in D since ~ is a finite function. 
From the above we deduce 
F( f )  = m {el e ~ f(e), e E F ( f )  for e finite}, 
from which the next basic result follows. 
Lemma 2.6. I f  x is a continuously generated fixed point of a continuous function 
f :  D--> 19, then 
x=m {e]e ~ f(e),  e ~_ x fore finite}. 
Let us now introduce an operator that will be our basic tcol in studying the 
properties of continuous fixed-point operators and their f~xed points. 
Definition 2.7. For any domain D, the operator Cgn: (D ~ D) --> (D -> D) is given by 
Cgn(f) (x)  = m { Ye(f) le E x}. 
To see that Cgn is well defined, note first that { Ye(f) le E x} is directed since if 
e ~_ f(e)  and e' E f(e') with both e, e' _ x, we have that e m e~ is well defined, and 
since e =_ f (e  LJ e'), e' E f (e  U e') we have e U e' E f (e  U e') with e U e' ~ x. So 
Y~ue'(f) is above both Y~(f) and Y~,(f). 
Now to see that Ax. Cgn(f ) (x)  is continuous, note that if e E Cgn(f) (x)  there 
must exist a e' E x such that e ~ Y~,(f) but then e E Cgn(f)(e') .  
It remains to check that Af. Cgn(f )  : (D--> D)--> (D--> D) is continuous. This fol- 
lows easily from the continuity of the Park operato~so Let F be a directed set of 
continuous functions in D-> D, then 
Cgn(m F) = Ax. [_l { Y~(U F) le E x} 
= AX. I[ { Y , ( f ) l f~  F, e E x} 
= I;_j! {Cgn(f ) [ f~ El, 
proving the continuity of Cgn. 
"'Cgn" stands as a mnemosyne for "continuously generated", To see why, note 
first that 
f (Cgn(f)(x))  =f(L_] l{ Ye(f) l e =- x}) = m ~f(Y~(f)) le E x} 
= U { ¥,(f)le E x} = Cgn(f)(x) ,  
since ~ Y~(f)le ~ x} is directed and Ye(f) is a fixed point o f f  by Lemma 2.3. 
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Now suppose that x is a continuously generated fixed point of a given function 
f :  D-> D. We will show that, in this case, we have that Cgn(f)(x)=x. 
First note that from Lemma 2.6 we have 
x=l I{e leE f (e ) ,eE 'x} ,  
and from this we have that x E Cgn(f ) (x)  since for ~ E f (e)  we have that e E Ye(f). 
The opposite relation follows from Lemma 2.3, since for e E x we have that Ye(f) 
is eitl-~sr the least fixed point or the least one above e, so in both cases we have 
Y~(f) E x since x is also a fixed point. 
We can summarize this discussion in the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.8. For any domain D, any continuous function f :  D-> D and x ~ D, we 
have that Cgn(f ) (x)  is a continuously generated fixed point off. 
Further, if x is a continuously generated fixed point, then Cgn(f ) (x)  = x and we 
have the following equations: 
f (Cgn(f)(x))  = Cgn(f) (x) ,  Cgn(f)(Cgn(f)(x)) = Cgn(f)(x) .  
This last equation leads us to the following definition. 
Definition 2.9. Given a domain D, a retraction is a continuous function a:D--> D 
such that a = a o a. The image of a retraction, with the inherited partial order, is 
called a retract. 
Theorem 2.8 tells us then that Far any f :  D-> D we have that ax. Cgn( f ) (x)  is a 
retraction. Another example is Cgn itself. 
Theorem 2.10. Cgn is a retraction, i.e. 
Ax. Cgn(J )(x) = Ax. Cgn(Cgn(f))(x)  
for any f continuous in D--> D. 
Proof. Take any x in D, and note that 
Cgn(Cgn(f))(x)  =[_] { Ye(Cgn(f))!e E x} 
~-- U {Cgn(f)(e)le E x} = Cgn(f) (x) ,  
since we have that Ye(Cgn(f)) E Cgn(f ) (e)  ~s follows easily from the definitions. 
To prove the converse let us first note that from the definition of the Park 
operators and of Cgn, we obtain 
Cgn(f) (x)  = [_J {fk(e)]k ~ to, e ~ f (e )  and e _ x}. 
Thus, in particular, b~c-e, ause Cgn(f )  is a retraction we have 
Cgn(Cgn(f))(x)  =I I  {CT~'L(f)(e) i e ~ Cgn(f) (e) ,  e E x}. 
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Given e ~_ Cgn(f ) (x)  there exists an e' and a k such that e ~ fk(e') with e' ~_ f (e ' )  
and e'__ x, since the set {fk(e)lk~co, e ~--f(e),e ~_ x} is directed. But now we 
have that e' _ fk(e') ~ Cgn(f)(e ' )  hence e E Cgn(f)(e ' )  ~ [_J {Cgn(f)(e)le 
Cgn(f) (e) ,  e E x} as we needed to show to prove the theorem. [] 
Retracts play an important role in Scott's mathematical theory of computation 
since they can be used to obtain new domains as subspaces of others, where these 
subspaces can be represented by a continuous function; the retraction. This fact is 
particularly useful in what is called the internal solution to domain equations. 
Internal because it all happens inside a universal domarn. 
A domain U is universal if it has the property that e~;ery domain is isomorphic 
to a retract of U itself. Thus in particular, the domain of continuous functions 
U--~ U is a retract of U that can be represented by a retraction, usually called FUN. 
But FUN itself is a member ofthe retract FUN(U)  -~ U -> ~/./since it is a continuous 
function. Thus, we have that FUN can be seen as a member of U, which represents 
the subspace, the retract, of continuous functions U-~, U. The same is true for all 
retractions and thus we can represent every domain via a member of the universal 
domain U. 
The beauty of the theory does not stop here. It turns out that there are certain 
operations between retractions that correspond to product, sum and exponentiation 
of their retracts, these functions are continuous and thus have themselves fixed 
points. This gives rise to what is called the calculus of retracts. But for the appropriate 
definitions, theorems and details we refer the reader to the original work of Scott. 
One problem is, however, that the retract of a retraction is not always a ,Zomain 
because these partial orders are not necessarily algebraic. Another problem is that 
the space of retractions, the fixed points of Aa. a o a : (D~ D) - ,  (D-> D), is not 
necessarily a retract, and thus not a domain (see [10] for examples). We will see 
how the continuously generated fixed ?~ints can contribute to solve these problems 
in an elegant manner in the next section 
3. Continuously generated retracts 
Theorem 2.8 tells us that the continuously generated fixed points of any function 
f :  D-> D form a retract, the one obtained from the retraction Ax. Cgn(f)(x) .  We 
will now show that this retract is a domain. 
Theorem 3.1. For any d~main D, the continuously generated fixed po;~nts of a function 
f :  D--> D form a domain. 
Proof. First note that from the argument following the definition of Cgn it follows 
that {x [Cgn( f ) (x )= x} = Cgn( f ) (D)  i~ a consistently complete partial order. 
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Let as prove now that the finite elements are those obtained from the Park 
operators Y~(f) .  To see this note that if S ~ Cgn( f ) (D) ,  is directed and Y~(f )  =_. t..] S 
then we have that if e ~ f (e ) ,  then e ___ s for s ~ S and then Y¢( f )  =_ s since Y~(f)  
is the least fixed point o f f  above e; in the other case Y~(f )  is the least fixed point 
o f f  and thus less than or equal to every s in S. 
Now, from Theorem 2.8 and the definition of Cgn(f )  it follows that every 
continuously generated fixed point off, is the limit of those obtained from the Park 
operators, and thus any finite element of Cgn( f ) (D)  mus* be of this form. This 
proves that Cgn( f ) (D)  is algebraic and completes the proof. [] 
The resvit above tells us that for any function f :  D--> D the retraction Ax. Cgn(f )  
(x) gives, z,s a retract, a domain. ~!'o distinguish this kind of retractions from others, 
we need ,l definition. 
Definition 3.2. Given a domain D, retraction a:D--> D is said to be finitary or a 
partial closure if [~ retract a(D)  = {a(x)Ix ~ D} is a domain. 
Thus we have that for any function f :  D-> D the retraction Ax. Cgn(f) (x)  is 
finitary. Thus in particular Cgn(Aa. a o a)(D--> D) is a domain, since 
Aa. a o a :(D-> D)-> (Do  D) 
is a perfectly weli-defined continuous function as can be easily checked. 
Definition 3.3. Obviously the fixed points of Aa. a o a are retractions, thus we shall 
call its continuously generated fixed points continuously generated retractions. 
The following theorem relates all these results and definitions. 
Theorem 3.4. Given a domain D, for  a retraction r: D--> D, the following conditions 
are equivalent: 
(i) r is a continuously generated retraction, i.e. r = Cgn(Aa. a ,, a)(r). 
(ii) r is the limit of  finite retractions, i.e. 
• r = it_] (~] ~ ~ _- and ~ is afinile retraction}. 
(iii) for  all x in D 
r (x ) - [  t{r(e) le ~ r(e),:? ~ r(x)} 
(iv) every fixcd point o f  r is a contim:ous!y generated f ixed point, i.e. 
;-(x) = Cgn(r)(r(x)). 
(v) r is a f initam retraction. 
Proof. We will prove the equivalence of (i) and (ii) by showing, as we need, that 
the finite elements on the domain of continuously generated retractions are precisely 
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the finite retracts, the finite functions 2 such that 2 = 2 o e'. To  this end, recall that 
the finite elements in Cgn(Aa.  a o a ) (D-~ D) are those of  the form Yo(,~a. a o a) or 
U {(Aa. a o a)"(2)[ne¢o} where 2 c_ (Aa. a o a)(~) = ~o 2, (note that Y(Aa.  a o a) 
~ the constant Ax..L, the least retraction). 
Now if ~ __2 ~ o ~ we have that for any x in D, the chain 2(x) ~ ~ o 2(x) ___. • • =_ 
~2"(x) • • • must be finite, since there are a finite number  of  distinct finite element~. 
in the range of a finite function. Thus, if, in particular, the number  of pairs in e is 
n we must  have that #2"(x) = #n(x). This means that Y#(Aa. a o a) is always a finite 
retraction; more over since obviously if ~ is already a finite retraction then 
Y#(Aa. a o a) = ~ we have that (i) and (ii) are equivalent. 
Now, to see that (ii) implies (iv) suppose 
r=U o 2 E 
this means of  course that 
rCx) = U (2(x )  12 = 2 o 2 
Let 2= ~ o ~ with E _ r, ~hen ~(x) E_ r(x) for any x, so in particular ~(/'(x)) E 
r(E(x)) but e = e o e so we have 
_~(x) = ,~(~(x)) __ r(~(x)). 
But now, ~(x) is finite, thus we have that 
{~(x) le=eo e, e E r}c_ {ele ~_ r(e), e =_ r(x)}, 
proving that r(x) is cont inuously generated since obviously 
U{e le  =- r (e) ,e  E r(x)} E r(x). 
Next we prove that (iii) implies (ii). To do this we will show that (iii) implies 
that for every one-step ~:ontinuous funct ion Ie, e'[ _ r, there is a finite retract # g r 
__  ~ ,~c' jo r  with [e, e'[ ~- ,~. To ~h.~ ~.~nd assume ~ ~ r(e), then by (iii) we car: find a e" ___ r(e) 
a,:,,l; e'(e"). This in turn implies that e 'U  e" is well defined and such that e" _ r(e") ......
e'l l e" ~_ r(e 'U e"). 
Define ~ as {(e, e 'U  ~, ~, ~,e t~ , e 'U  e")}. It is easy to see that ~' is a finite retraction 
and the relations abov,~: yield le, e'[ ~_ ~ _ r as we needed. 
Theorem 3.1 tells us that (iv) implies (v), so to finish the pruuf  it remains to show 
[g] that (v) implies (iii). Assume (v), and suppose that v is an isolated element in 
r(D). Then we have 
r(v) = v = U {r(~)le E v, e finite in D}, 
but then, since the set on the right is directed in r(D) this means that v = r(e) for 
e finite in D with e E v, so we have e E r(e). Thus since the retract of  r is algebraic 
it must satisfy (iii). [] 
This theorem relates in a nice way (in our opinion) with Plotkin's partial closures; 
those that satisfy (iii), an "ugly" definit ion in Plotkin's words [8]. 
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Condition (iv) brings us to our next result. An easy consequence is of  course that 
for ~my f we have that Cgn( f )  is a continuously generated retraction. Now suppose 
r is a partial closure, from (iv) we know that every fixed point of  r is continuously 
generated so we have ~_gn(r)(r(x)) = r(x) and r(Cgn(r)(x)) = Cgn(r)(x),  i.e. Cgn(r) 
and r share the same retract. Besides e ~ r(e) iff e c: Cgn(r)(e) as can be easily 
eheckee ~.,ow le~ a=Cgn(~)  ihen we have that a(x)=[ I{e[eEa(e) ,  e E 
a(x)c !~nite} which in view of (iii) and the above give us the following sort of  "least 
retraction" rest,It. 
Theorem 3.5 (The least retraction theorem.). For any domain D and f :  D~ D, a 
continuous function Cg~(f )  is the least retraction r such that { e l e E r( e ), e finite} :-- 
{e le E f (  e ), e finite} and whose retract is the demain of continuously generated fixed 
points off .  In particular, if f is a partial clo:~ure then Cgn( f )  E l and  has the same 
retract as f. 
ProoL From the above discussion it remains te  prove that indeed, if a : Cgn( f )  
a(x)=[_J{ele E a(e) ,e E ~:~(x)}. 
The proof is easy; note that tiae right-hand side is less than or equal than a(x ~. 
To prove the com,erse inclusion recall from Theorem 2"!9 ~hat Cgn(a) = a, so we ha~e 
a(x)~:U {a(e)[e E a~e), e E x}. 
since a is a retract. Now assume e_  a(x) then there is a e' such that e 'E  x, 
e' ~_a(e') and e E a(e') but this implies e l le '  is well defined and we have that 
el le' E a(x) and eUe'  E a(el le') thus eEL_ ]{e leEa(e) ,e~l (x )} ,  as we 
require. [] 
4. Ceatinuously generated fixed-point operators 
~in the past thro¢ sections we ilave been talking about those fixed points of a 
function that can be obtained by means of a continuous fixed-point operator, but 
we have not said very much about these continuous fixed-point operators. We turn 
now to this question. 
We have seen that all the continuously generated fixed points of a continuous 
function can be obt::$~led by unions of Park operators, but this does not mean that 
all continuous fixed-point operators are built up from those of this form. They are 
too independent from the function as tl~ey only test whether e E f (e)  is the ca':,e 
f'or a particular finite e arid then act accordingly. But in order to see what we mea~L 
!et us introduce the operators that will turn ot:t to be the basis for the constructkor~ 
of all the. others. 
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Definition 4.1. Let ~:D-~,D, e '~D be any pair of finite elements uch that 
~(e') = e' then the generalized Park operator Y~,~. is defined as 
o0 /1 t 
y~, ( f )=~l - J ,=of  (e) ,  i f f~Ef ,  
• [ Y( f ) ,  otherwise. 
It is very easy to see that these operators are continuous and trivial that they attain 
fixed points, for if  ~ E f then e' = ~,(e') m___ f (e ' ) .  We will now explain their generality 
with the fol lowing lemma. 
Lemma 4.2. I f  F is a continuous fixed-point operator, then 
F = L.J { Y~.F~,I ~finite}. 
Proof. Le t fbe  a continuous function, then for any ~ if ~ _ f then  F(#) E f (F(~))  E 
f (F ( f ) ) ,  so we obtain Y~.m~)(f) E F ( f )  for Y~.F~)(f) = YF<~(f); and if ~' ~ f then  
Y~,F~#)(f) = Y( f )  E F ( f )  so in any case Y~.m~(f) E F ( f )  proving one inclusion. 
The other follows from the continuity of F: 
F(f) = F(LJ {~1 e E f, ~ finite}) = I I  {F(#) I  ~ E f, ~ finite} 
= I_J { Y~.m~>(,D[~ E J; ,~ finite} - I i { Y~.y~(f)l,.~finite}. I--__] 
However, all this is mathematically very loose. We can embody the concept of a 
fixed-point operator in the equation 
Af. F ( f )  = A f . f (F ( f ) )  
for F :  (Do  D)~ D. Thus, the fixed point operators are the fixed points of 
AyAf . f (y( f ) ) ,  
a functional in ((D ~ D) ~ D) ~ ((D ~ D) ~ D). 
With these equations we find ouzselves in the same situation as we were ~vith 
Aa. a o a and we must ask and answer the same sort of questions. 
From our earlier results we know that the cor, tinuous~y generated fixed-point 
operators 
{Cgn(AyAf. f (y ( f ) ) ) (x ) lx  ~ (D ~ D) -> O~ 
form a domain and that its finite elements are those of the form 
O<3 OO 
F~ = L.] (AyAf . f (y( f ) ) )" (e)= Af. I I  f " (e ( f ) )  
n=0 r l=0 
for e E Af . f (e ( f ) )  a finite functional in ((D-> D)-> D), i.e. the finitely generated 
fixed points of AyAf . f (y( f ) ) .  
We shall see that these fixed-point operators are precisely the finite lubs of 
generalized Park operators and this will ~how that all continuous fixed-point 
operators are continuously generated, But for this we need a lemroa to reveal what 
e E A f . f (e ( f ) )  means in (D-> D)-> D. 
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Lemma 4.3. Let e be a finite element in (D->D)->D of the form e= 
{(el, e l ) " "  (ek, e~)} then e ~_ Af . f (e( f ) )  if and only /f e(~) E ~(e(~)) for all 
l~ j~k .  
Proof. It is easy to see from the definitions that e E Af. f (e( f ) )  iff for all f ;~n ~ -> D 
we have e( f )  ~ f (e( f ) )  so the condition is necessary. To prove the converse we 
just follow the definitions: 
e( f )  = [_] {e(~)[~ E f} E [_l {~(e(~)) l~ -- f}  E y(e(f)) ,  
where the first relation follows by hypothesis and the second by monotonicity of e 
and application. [] 
With the aid of this lemma we can now see how we can encode in a finite element 
the essential information that characterizes any generalized Park operator. For let 
e' be a fixed point of a finite function #: D -> D, then the finite functional e: (D--> D) -> 
D defined as: e = {(~, e')} satisfies e(~) = e'= #(e(~)) and so by the lemma above we 
have e ~ Af.f(e(f)) .  
Furthermore, for any f in D -> D we have 
e( f )=~e' ,  iff ~ E f, 
[_l_, otherwise. 
This shows that for any generalized Park operator Y~,e, we can construct an 
e E Af . f (e( f ) )  such that the finitely generated fixed point of AyAf. f (y(f))  over e 
is precisely Y~.e,. Hence for any f, 
oo 
LJ fn (e ( f ) )=  Y~.e'(f)- 
n=0 
This construction together with Lemma 4.2, that all continuous fixed-point 
operators are unions of generalized Park operators establishes our last results. 
Theorem 4.4. The continuous fixed point operators are precisely the continuously 
generated fixed points of A yAf . f (y ( f  ) ). 
Theorem 2.8 tells us that the continuously generated fixed points of AyAf. f (y(f))  
are precisely the fixed points of Ax. Cgn(AyAf.f(y(f)))(x). Thus we have as a 
corollary that all the continuous fixed point operators satisfy the following equation. 
Corollary 4.5. F: ( D-> D )-> D is a continuous fixed-point operator if and only if 
F = Cgn(AyAf.f(y(f)))(F). 
This marks~a difference from the case of the continuously generated fixed points 
of Aa. a o a, since not all continuous retractions are of this form. 
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An interesting question about fixed-point operators is whether or not they can be 
represented in a model for the lambda calculus via a pure lambda ter~n like the 
paradoxical combinator Af.f(~. xx)f(Ax, xx), as is done in P,o and elsewhere. In 
a forthcoming article we will show that it is possible to construct an appropriate 
model for each continuous fixed-point operator, whereby the paradoxical com- 
binator represents the given fixed-point operator. 
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